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APPLICATION FOR FULL APPROVAL BY WHO OF THE 

YELLOW FEVER VACCINES PRODUCED AT THE YELLOW FEVER 

LABORATŒIES IN BOGOTA AND RIO DE JANEIRO 

The reasons underlying the submission of these applications are as 

follows : 

On 9 December 1944 the UNRRA Expert Commission on Quarantine recommended 

that the yellow fever vaccines prepared ty the National Institute of 

Heal-Bh OÎ the US Public Health Service and by the International Health 

Divisien of the Rockefeller Foundation should be fully apprt/ved and that 

vaccine similarly prepared, except that the drying was net carried out 

to the same degree, in the yellow fever labwratt/ries in Bogota and RiO 

de Janeiro should, f9r the time being, be approved ftír qi arалtine риз>» 

poses, provided the inoculations were performed by officials of a national 

yellow fever service or tfy other medical officers properly authorized by 

their governments to do so. The above recommendations, accepted by the 

UNRRA Standing Technical Committee on Health, have since 1945 resulted in 

a differentiation bet»e«i yellow fever vaccines acccrded full approval and 

those accordëd but partial approval= 

In this connexion, during its fifth session (22 January - 7 February 1948), 

the Interim Commission of YiHO, after reviewing the situatiôft decided to 

approve the laboratories already approved by UNRRA fGr the production of 

yellow fever vaccines, but to refer to tie Yellow Fever Panel, with a view 

tb their obtaining full recognition, the names <ef those laboratories which 

had, for the purposes of international quarantine, received only partial 

recognition and which desired to receive full approval. 

In order to inclement the second part of the above decisifc/n the Directirr-

General wrote to the Directors of the Laboratories at Bogota and Rio de 

Janeiro, requesting that, if IHO's full approval for their vaccines was 

desired, they should furnish a statement on the method of drying ntiw 

employed at their laboratories, together with a statement shewing the 

degree of drying thereby achieved. 



Following the receipt of these statements, the Director-General caused 

all relevant data to be forwarded to those members of the Yellow Fever 

Panel concerned with the evaluation of yellow fever vaccines, v i z ” 

Médecin général G, Durieux, Dr. A.F. Mahaffy, Dr. R.M. Taylor and Dr. 

m Veldee^ and invited their ecornmendations as to whether or not the 

vaccines under consideration should, in the light of the information 

provided, be accorded full recognition by WHO. 

The Panel members were unanimous in recommending that full approval be 

given by WHO in respect of both Vaccines• 

The Executive Board may therefore wish to adopt the following resolution 

The Executive Board: , 

DECIDES to accord, for the issue of international certificates, 

full approval to the yellow fever vaccines produced by the Yellow 

Fever Laboratories at Bogota and Rio de Janeiro• 


